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授業テーマ This course will develop students' writing skills by building on what they learned in Writing I.

目的と概要

The aim of this course is to develop students' writing abilities to a high degree by having them compose more
complicated compositions on a variety of topics、 such as descriptions、 stories、 opinion pieces、 resumes、
and so on.  Using more complex grammar、 sentences、 formats and topics、 as well as new and varied
vocabulary、 will be stressed. If a review of grammar、 vocabulary (prepositions、 etc.) and format is
necessary、 class time will be given to these points.

成績評価法

Students will be graded on class work、 homework、 and several polished writing assignments.  Students will
receive 2 grades for the longer assignments: one for format、 spelling、 grammar、 and the other for creativity
and thinking.  Tests、 homework、 and in-class activities are 25% of the final grade; longer assignments are
75%.

テキスト Success with College Writing: from paragraph to essay.  by D. Zemach & L Rumisek

参考書 A Japanese-English dictionary will be useful for this class.

履修に当たっ
ての注意・助言

/準備学習

Students are expected to have finished  assignments/homework before the next class.  Students are also
expected to hand in assignments that are neat、 proofed、 and with a noticeable absence of junior-high-
school mistakes.  Absent students are responsible  for finding out what work is due for the next class.

講義計画

The following syllabus will change、 depending on students' needs.

Semester 1:

Weeks 1 - 3       Review of basics: paragraphing、 topic sentences、 etc.
                            Getting ideas
                            Proof reading and editing
Weeks 4 - 6       Structuring an essay
                            Introductions and conclusions
Weeks 7 - 9       How to organize information: unity and coherence
Weeks 10 - 12  Writing descriptions
Weeks 13 - 15  Describing a process; review
 

Semester 2

Weeks 1 - 3       Describing people
Weeks 4 - 6       Narratives、 writing speech (direct and indirect)
Weeks 7 - 9       Expressing opinions
Weeks 10 - 12   Comparing/contrasting
Weeks 13 - 15   Problem/ solution essays
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